Press Release

Exhibition: “kaleidoscope: re-shuffle”
Works by Sarah Bridgland, Pius Fox, Francesco Pessina, Dillwyn Smith and Johannes von Stumm
Opening: Wednesday 9th April 2014 6-9 pm
Exhibition dates: 10th April to 10th May 2014
Patrick Heide Contemporary Art is pleased to present kaleidoscope: re-shuffle, a sequel and remix of
the 2012 group show “kaleidoscope”. The 2014 reinterpretation brings together the works of Sarah
Bridgland, Pius Fox, Francesco Pessina, Dillwyn Smith and Johannes von Stumm.
As in the original layout, all five artists work with collage, assemblage as well as creation and
deconstruction of space and surface. kaleidoscope: re-shuffle however extends its scope beyond the
predominantly formal approach of the original concept. One new aspect is interaction. Another, more
universal aspect, presents art as a microcosm that mirrors and contains grander, multifaceted themes;
issues of spatial perception and composition, of nature and its energy sources, of our social makeup and
increasingly fragmented world.
The RCA graduate, Sarah Bridgland (b.1982, Cambridge) builds two and three-dimensional sculptures
from self constructed geometrical shapes and drawn structures. Methods of deconstructive and digital
architecture are fused with carefully orchestrated chance elements of mixed media installations to
result in partly structured, partly decomposed mini-mindscapes of our disjointed universe.
Pius Fox’ works arise from the contrasts of form and context, of imagination and figuration, and of
structure and tonality. Inspired from reduced and deconstructed views of interiors, Fox’ mostly
abstract images depict deep spatial expressions created by the superimposition and subsequent
removal of layers of paint. The Berlin painter always plays with opacity and transparency, alluding to
the obscureness and subjectivity of our immediate surroundings.
Italian sculptor Francesco Pessina investigates the differing cultural identities of ancient and modern
civilisations and their anthropological roots. His iconic Totem sculpture is a symbol for a global
community of all cultures on earth, the six sculptural elements directly correlating to the five
continents and the sea. All six forms are freely movable, the Totem can be rearranged to the viewer’s
preferred positioning, a metaphor for flexibility and need of change in our global society.
London based artist Dillwyn Smith creates a universe of colour and energy. Smith assembles pieces of
fabric or canvas to develop fragmented colour fields sown together to form a picture plain that is then often
painted. The act of stretching creates tension on the seams, which add an element of drawing to the works.
In search of a metaphysical quality Smith energetically charges some of the fabrics by saturating them with
'potenised pigments', created by Nelson's Homeopathic company, using the artist’s pure colour pigments.
Johannes von Stumm often works with the combination of stone, glass and metal, all materials created
from or with the natural elements. The carefully entangled structures evoke sensations of nature and
landscape, but do likewise express the taming of nature through human intervention. Von Stumm strikes a
deliberate balance between these elements, condensed to a microcosmic essence of the natural world
around us.
kaleidoscope: re-shuffle, as its predecessor, presents only artists that have not been tempted by digital
image making. Rooted in art movements of the 20th century, conceptual ideas of the exhibition stretch
back to primordial times in search of essential values and harmonies of our global, complex, versatile and
ever-changing world.
Like in a kaleidoscope, repeatedly shaken, a new structure and universe emerges from the familiar pieces
as if by magic every time.

